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Now, we have something very special today that I want to show you. This is something. This is a 

documentary that just broke this week, and it’s a very important one, because even though I post these 

things of Facebook, it’s hard for everybody to see it, but this is a very critical one to see, because we’re 

talking about in the End of Times, especially post-Trib scenario situation. We’re talking about the fall of 

Babylon is coming; and, course the harlot of Babylon is the mother of all harlots, is the mother of all 

adulteries. That really comes from the culture in the world that we see. We see that culture coming 

from, not the whole US, but in particular Hollywood, which is really creating the culture of Satanism, 

Babylon, adultery, fornication, transsexual, bisexual, you name it. Anything under the Sun that is 

demonic, they got it, okay; and, of course, you see it right after the Perfection Level Cosmic Blessing;  

Then, you see that whole industry collapsing. You see it just start exploding. You literally saw Harvey 

Weinstein, Roman Polansky, the new stuff that’s coming out Dredge Report. Who’s this new guy? You 

have this new Producer out that has all those sex abuse crimes, etc; and, what people are starting to 

realize that this has been going on for a long time, but why now? Why is it exploding now? Why is it 

coming to the front now? It’s now coming out, right. The Satanic ties, all those kinds of things, is now 

coming out right after the Cosmic Blessing.  

Think about it: The political Satanists want to exploit men, they want to exploit women, and what’s the 

third class? They want to exploit children. They want to exploit the men. They want them to be the 

workhorses. Get them working. Get them to become the slaves, and steal their taxes from the produce 

that they create, right. Then, they want to exploit the women. Have them beat on the men, and control 

the men, so that the men live under the dominion of them, and keep that slave system going; and, then 

of course, they want to indoctrinate the children by keeping them in the public schools, and all that. It’s 

exploitation of men, women and children. That’s what it is. Socialism, Communism, whatever, you name 

it. It’s human exploitation, which means men, women and children. Those are the three categories, 

okay.  

So, some of these in Babylon of course, in America, which then influences the whole world. It influences 

different parts of this, but we know the real center, the real center of mainstream brainwashing, 

mainstream, especially targeting children, and teen especially, is what? Hollywood. It’s Hollywood, and 

from there LA, and all the dreams of stardom, you name it. That leads to not only pornos, that not only 

leads to the porn industry, that leads to the hidden underground pedophilia networks. Satanist 

networks that are in there, all the Luciferian killings all that, that stuff is stemming from the culture of 

the center of that cultural realm, really, of the fornication of the adultery, which is Babylon, okay; but, 

it’s presented to us on this silver platter as shiny and glamourous, and luxurious, and diamonds and star-

studded, whatever, whatever ways. What is it? The Red Carpet; but, if you think about it, it really is the 

Red Carpets their walking on. They’re walking on the blood of children, right.  

Then, of course, Los Angeles, or LA means the Angels, the fallen Angels, the City of Angels, and that’s of 

course is the epicenter for the worldwide fornication, worldwide free-sex movement, worldwide 

propaganda, using visual stimulus everytime, you name it, to perpetuate this culture of fallen 

archangelism, okay. That sex culture is always tied to a political culture as well, which is of course, why 

all the lefties, why California0 has become such a radical, unbelievably radical, just lunatic state, now 

allowing HIV to be put into the blood supply.  



 

 

Boy, oh boy! Jerry Brown, the Governor, Jerry Brown, just two weeks ago has now decriminalized, if you 

have AIDS or HIV, you can give blood. “No, no, no. It’s liberal and trendy, it’s not crazy, it’s liberal.” You 

can give HIV blood into the blood supply, now; so, they’re really poisoning the blood supply. They don’t 

want the people with AIDS and the free sex culture, who get venereal diseases with gonorrhea, with 

warts, and pusy cysts all over the body, they don’t want them to feel bad. You know, for their 

licentiousness and fornication, and their choice of sexual whatever; so, you just got to share the misery. 

Everybody just got to have it, too, alright. You just got to spread it around, so they can have it, too; so, 

that way nobody can be racist of bigoted, even though it’s not a race, okay. That’s who incredible this is. 

They live in a literal insane asylum. It is a concentration of that in California. Unfortunately, California, 

especially the North, which are more agrarian, those people are much more Conservative; and, they 

want to keep their gun rights. They want to keep their borders, etc; but, it’s the city nutbags, the total 

leftist lunatic cult, and we know that’s tied in with the power structures that are preying on children, 

okay. 

So this is a documentary a very important one that was released this week. This organization is like 

Project Veritas; but, they have a whole bunch of documentaries focused on Hollywood. Of course, there 

are people that are death threatening them on Facebook, Twitter, you name it. They’re trying to tear it 

up and put it down; so, even if you look this up on the Web or on Youtube, basically patriots are just 

copying it and just putting it up on their website, because Youtube and Facebook, whatever, they keep 

pulling it down. You see what I’m saying? There are already like millions and millions of views. In one 

week, it had a million plus views, but they keep pulling it down; so, when you click on it, it has like 

twenty thousand views, something like that. Sometimes, one thousand two hundred views, something 

like that, but that’s to fool the people to feel this has no impact, but people are now waking up. The 

reality is this has millions of views, but the media, the social media giants like Facebook, Twitter, you 

name it, keep on pulling this down saying it’s fake new, or Conservative, whatever, when it’s an actual 

documentary covering all these things.  

So, will take a break from Revelation, even though it’s tied in to this whole culture of Babylon, and as we 

get deeper into Revelation in 17 and 18, boy, we’re going to see the Harlot falling. That has ties to both 

the macro and the micro. You know, the Han Mother is called Hollywood Han, the Hollywood Han. She’s 

called the Hollywood Han Mother, because just think about it, on the micro she’s been brainwashed. 

She’s been giving her soul over to this Hollywood culture as well. This Korean drama culture, which is 

just simply a biproduct of the Hollywood free sex cult.  

It’s interesting, because even with this Christian woman, this actually enacts a Satanic ritual onstage. 

Katy Perry, she was a Preacher’s daughter, she was actually a Minister’s daughter. Now, she’s a whore. 

She’s a slut. She’s a sellout to Hollywood. See how they got this whole stage here. The audience goes, 

“Ooh and Ah!” It’s all meant to confuse you. All that glitz and glamour is bull-shemitah. It’s all bull. Do 

you see those guys moving the legs on the lion? Everybody knows that stupid figures and those lions are 

fake; but, even though they know it’s fake, by watching it from far away, they come into a different 

mind state. They’re watching this big lion on the stage. It’s playing illusions on you. You can see the dang 

people moving the leg; but, still, your mind wants to fall into this fantasyland. You see what I’m saying? 

You kind of give your mind over to this fantasyland, and that’s what happens in movies. What’s it called? 

It’s called suspended disbelief. Who said that? That’s correct. Suspended disbelief is the suspension of 

belief. It is one of those, where you are suspending your ability to rationally think; and, that’s why, of 



 

 

course, entertainment is so powerful, because it can subconsciously train you. It can make you learn 

new ideas and concepts. It can teach you ideology without you knowing it, right.  

That’s why you see all these young people say, “I love that song. It’s so cute. It’s so amazing.” You say, 

“What’s that song about?” They say, “I don’t know; but, it sounds so wonderful.” Kids are just 

braindead. You can just literally make… What was that song about Hillary and Obama. “I’m so angry. I 

had enough of these people...” You remember that one? That has the young people playing that to 

techno music in New York, right, and like young kids, they don’t even listen to the lyrics. They just hear 

the techno beat, and they are just like sitting there dancing like fools, you know what I’m saying; so, 

they just literally get taken over into a trance. As soon as you put any type of music on, they just go into 

a trance. They literally go into a drugged-out trance. This type of conditioning, this is habituation.  

You know, if you program a dog, Pavlov’s famous exercise and experiments right, you condition a dog, 

and there’s this electric wire, and he zaps it. The next time, you can just put a string there, and he’s not 

going to touch the thing. You can condition that into him over time, pretty fast, actually. It’s the same 

with these kids who are drinking this poison. Drinking this poison. Drinking this poison, and giving their 

mind over to this poison that’s coming in, without any filters. No critical thinking. No biblical thinking. No 

conceptual thinking. Just giving themselves over. Suspending their critical abilities, you understand. and 

by doing that, you’re literally giving yourself over to this machine, or this entertainment modality that 

can just start shaping you into whatever way they want, okay. So, we know Hollywood is that epicenter?  

So, this woman is just another lady in the body of Christ; and, she put together this nice piece. I like that 

first imagery of Katy Perry and all that. I never saw that one, where she’s riding a lion; but, they just try 

to make these stages and costumes, these props to make it look more fantastical, to make you suspend 

your disbelief, and to fall into this fantastical fantasia world, where they have you as a captive audience, 

you know what I’m saying? They have you as a captive audience, and you cannot escape that, because 

of this fantasy world. It’s like when you go to Las Vegas, and saw those shows, like Cirque Du Soleil, they 

just trap you in this world of fantasy, you know, and it’s a whole genre. It’s not like every single one is 

pumping out this or that. Look at this? You see the sexualization of different advertisements. Clearly, 

sexualization of even food, stuff like that. Every indulgence, hedonism, etc. This is the culture of 

America, not real America, okay. This is the culture of Babylon that Hollywood is saying is the American 

culture. 

Of course, real American culture is Christian based. The majority of America still believes in God, and 

they still are Christian, okay; but, Hollywood portrays a different one, okay. We’re in a different scenario 

than in the 1960s. Look at this bozo GaGa, who sold her soul to Satan. She says she “swears to Lucifer;” 

and, on numerous occasions she has paranoia fits. She says she can’t go to sleep at nights, and she has 

demons that haunt her. You know, if you’re doing rituals, and you’re doing rituals of getting different 

demons to come to you, you may lose some sleep. That may be a byproduct of eating those kinds of 

GMOs, okay. If you eat some poison, you may die.  

If you eat some rat poison, your stomach’s going to start hurting. You start calling on some demons, who 

promise you power, who promise you good things, but you’re not going to sleep so well. They’re going 

to start getting to you, and you’re start to be victimized, and start thinking, “Oh, you’re so poor. Look at 

me?” All those demonic forces are spiritual in nature behind the scenes. They’re trying to get young 

people to fall into this cult. It’s just a death cult. It’s just a cult of destruction. It’s a cult of exploitation, 

right. She (the Christian lady, who made this first video) goes into these different media conglomerates. 



 

 

Viacom, Disney, Time Warner. Almost everything you see on TV, Internet.  Of course, on Youtube and 

the algorithms like Facebook are controlled. Even the trending stuff, like Project Veritas and James O 

‘Keefe, an excellent young man and a patriot is exposing that reality. Just two weeks ago, his second 

video came out, where he’s inside of Youtube, and showing that Youtube trending, is not trending at all. 

It’s the actual people inside there, who are actually choosing who’s trending. 

(Continue to talk about the video) There’s Hollywood showing different kinds of symbolism. When we 

had Zachary King on, who was a formal Satanist for 26 years. You remember that? He was a good guest. 

He was telling us about these different symbols, okay, to where we were talking about these different 

satanic symbols that arise. To these kids, they think it’s a big joke, when they come to Hollywood. “Oh, 

everybody’s doing it. Everybody’s doing it.” It’s all a big joke; but, as they get sucked into it, they realize 

these people at the top, they don’t think that. It’s not a joke to them. It’s literal religious practice for 

them, you understand. They’re literally into satanic cult rituals.  

We have some people from Britain here today; but, even at the highest level, world level powers, 

former Prime Ministers, UK Edward Heath, total Satanists. Look at this? This is K-pop. You see, that’s all 

connects; so, all these smaller branches of “western culture” that’s spread over the democracies of Asia. 

Even Korea is supposed to have western culture and all that. It’s just Babylon culture. It’s just Hollywood 

culture. That’s what they’re promoting. Look at this? Look at this? This is that Minister’s daughter, Katy 

Perry, doing this, with this cross up there. She’s doing satanic rituals. Everybody’s seen this, a million 

times. It’s literally Satanism, okay. You got the goat heads. You got all this fire. You got this kind of stuff. 

The culture of fornication, the culture of adultery, the culture of exploitation, the culture of sexual 

deviance, the culture of thinking this is all a big joke, thinking sex is a big joke. Thinking sex is “Hey, come 

on. Don’t be so uptight about it. It’s natural.” You’ll hear this all the time, “It’s natural.” You’ll see this in 

documentary, too. That’s how they justify it. It’s natural. Remember this? This is why the evolutionists, 

who actually are the atheists who are evolutionists, they have a huge problem, because you cannot say 

that rape is evil. Can’t say it, because in the animal kingdom, and they believe we’re animals, where just 

at the apex as evolved apes. Rape is completely normal. Male lions will rape, forcefully, and have sex 

with female lions. Force themselves upon you, even though the female doesn’t want that; so, 

philosophically, you can’t run away from it. You can’t run away from the fact that if you’re an atheist, 

and that you’re an evolutionist, the fact that you have no philosophical grounds to say that rape is bad, 

evil. All you can say that it’s taboo. All you can say that it’s socially taboo. You can’t say that it’s wicked, 

evil, licentious and demonic. This is the big trap that everyone falls into when they go to Babylon, to 

Hollywood. 

It’s sad, because what everyone says about this documentary is that, it shows you how pervasive this 

culture is. The lore of Hollywood. We think it impacts nobody. No! You got these young kids in rural 

areas, just dreaming of star-studded stardom, and go to Hollywood. I mean, they’re in delusional land. 

Then, you got these crazed out wacky, just braindead parents, who sent them. Who send them, okay.  

So, of course, witchcraft, sorcery, all this when you first enter into the circles, it’s all fun and games. It’s 

all music and dance. It’s all a big joke. you’re invited into this first level, low level parties, where they 

have Jesus sitting on Throne, and there’s naked women around, and he’s starting to seduce and touch 

them, and they are seducing Jesus. Anything to blaspheme Christ. Anything to blaspheme Christianity. 

Anything to blaspheme God; and, of course, Zachery King was displaying on this other video. Okay this is 

the lady. I liked her intro. Her intro was nicely done, putting some new imagery that we haven’t seen; 



 

 

but, Zachery King for example, the Free Masons, what they will do is, they will make you make oaths in 

the beginning, okay. They will make you make oaths. They will make you make promise to swear on this, 

and swear on that, like this, right; and, so the world of a Free Masons are … “Oh, okay, this is a Christian 

organization.” They’re making me make oaths in Jesus Christ’s name, okay. That’s how they suck you in, 

okay. Make an oath to Jesus, make an oath to Jesus.  We’re a Christian, so make an oath to Jesus. This is 

how they do it; and, then as you go up, what they start doing, as Zachery Kings, as the former Satanist 

said for 26 years, a high-level Satanist High Priest, who’s been involved in all that, he said, then what 

they do is, they start making you make smaller oaths.  

So, for example, once they got you in with these little parties, then at one party or gathering, they’re 

going to get you to make an oath on something very innocuous. They’re going to make an oath of let’s 

say, an example he gave. We’re going to make an oath of not going to eat this sandwich in front of us, 

and they’re going to have a sandwich, and all the butlers will bring you sandwiches, whatever. Okay, 

we’ll make an oath on the name of Jesus not to eat this sandwich; and, then what they will do, then the 

top leader, or by peer pressure and consensus, but you know what, “I’m going to eat it;” so you’ll have 

one guy eat it, and he will say, “Come on, come on. Eat it, eat it,” and then they make you eat the 

sandwich. Alright, so now they make you break one small oath about a sandwich, you see this? Then, 

they make an oath about something else, whatever. He said, it could be about anything at one of the 

gatherings. It could be about not to wear white, okay; and, then at the event, everybody’s handed a 

white cloak, or black, whatever the color it is. Then, you have to wear it; so, then you break the oath. 

You see what they’re doing?  

So, they first suck you in by making you believe promises are good, this kind of thing; but, as you go 

along, they want you to break smaller things, and it’s all a big joke. Hee, hee, hoo, hoo. “Oh, it’s so fun. 

We’re breaking some rules. That kind of stuff; and, then by the time. Zachery King was saying, they make 

you do hundreds of these over the course of your rising up through the levels of Free Masonry, the top 

is the 33rd level, right? So, by the time you get to the 33rd level you’ve made now hundreds, or maybe 

thousands of small oaths, which you’ve broken, but now to you, oaths mean nothing. They’ve 

reconditioned you to believe oaths… They made you make oaths, promises before God and Jesus Christ, 

and then break them; and, they say, “Lok you didn’t die. You didn’t get punished, see.” And, they star 

you like that, and they keep on going and going; and, by the time you’re a 33rd level, whatever, you are 

so used to breaking oaths that now you’re in it for the whole thing. You know what to break everything. 

There’s no limits; and, now you turned yourself over to Satan.  

You see, it always starts with one little lie, doesn’t it? It always starts with one little lie, one little fall, one 

little this or that. What is this, a cascading slope. A slippery slope. See, but they understand that. Ancient 

Occultists and ancient Satanist understand the way human behavior happens, understand the way 

people do human psychology. They didn’t call it psychology, that didn’t call it human behavioral studies; 

but, they understood that people have patterns, and if they can exploit those patterns, they can make 

people evil. They can make you evil, even a Minister’s daughter like Katy Perry. Suck in. Taylor Swift, too, 

right. She was coming in pretending she was a Christian girl. I did hear she supported Trump, I’m not 

sure.  But, a Christian girl, and then slowly, you see the corruption. Every single video gets a little more 

raunchy, etc, etc, etc. She’s losing that Christian culture, that Christian values. She’s losing to say, “No, I 

don’t want to be a part of this kind of culture,” right. That promise of star, that promise that a new video 

is going to be hit, whatever, is just sucking them in.  



 

 

Isn’t it interesting how Satan will make you make one lie, turn into two lies, into three lies, ten lies, 

hundred lies, a thousand lies; and, these things will break you done over time. Do you see this? One 

oath. Hey, I made a promise to my dad or my mommy, but I’m going to break it. That’s essentially what 

the Family Fraud was telling us to do, especially when the Hollywood Han Mother was telling us, “Hey, 

break your promise to True Father,” basically; and, all the leaders were saying, “Oh, come on. It no big 

deal. Just go along with it.” Do you see what I’m saying? It’s the same type of spirit, the same type of 

fornication, the same type of adultery, the same type of evil; and, this pertains not only on the micro, 

but on the macro coming from Hollywood, because they can sell sex.  

They can sell naked ladies, and boobs and booty, you know what I’m saying They can sell it; and, they 

can attract people to see it, attract people suspended disbelief. That’s what it’s called. They can bring 

you an atmosphere of suspended disbelief; and, so, without you understanding it you are being 

indoctrinated. You’re being sexed up. You’re being groomed. You are being groomed; and, you’ll see this 

in the documentary, the whole idea of grooming. You are being groomed. The more you consume this 

stuff, the more you are being groomed. You are being prepared for the rituals. You see this? 

So, very, very, very, wicked, very intense. This came out this week; so, anybody’s who’s seen this, so 

share this with everybody you know. Everybody has to see this. Doesn’t have to agree with you, it 

doesn’t matter. Even outside people. Hey, hey, everybody you know has to see this video. This kind of 

thing has to go completely viral. Of course, it already is; but, it has to go more viral, because everybody 

has to realize, when you go see movie that’s made in Hollywood, you are supporting these types of 

predators. You’re paying for them. You’re giving them a tip, you’re giving them a check. You’re saying, 

thank you for sexually trafficking children, everytime you go see a movie; and, this is why, thank 

goodness, We have a developing conscience, that as they get more conscious of the problem; then, their 

conscious can be restimulated saying, “I am supporting this industry, which is literally hiding sex 

predators, and you’re going to see exactly how deep it is, alright. Think about it, “Oh, go see a movie. 

That’s not harmless. Exactly, exactly, yes, good. Believe that, little baby. It’s good, good.” That’s of 

course, what they want you to believe that it’s innocuous; but, of course, you’re paying for it, you’re 

paying for your own sexualization. You’re paying for your own hyper-sexualization grooming. You’re 

paying for it, you’re literally paying for it; and, then the parents will also take their children, too, without 

vetting these movies, etc.  

Thank goodness, we have some Christian movies that are good coming out. What’s that new movie 

coming out called? “Question of faith!” It is that kind movie we should support. There’s a great 

Evangelical Christian movie industry that’s forming, and they are starting to rake in millions, which is 

great, because that’s the market honest people should support. The honest people should say, “Hey I’m 

no longer going to support sexual molesters and pedophiles, and I’m going to support Christian based 

movies and Christian ethical movies. I’m no longer a suspended disbeliever, mentally handicapped 

indoctrinated consumer. I am a critical consumer. I’m thinking before I consume something. I don’t eat 

anything that’s on my plate, alright. Those fools, those little vampires may have put something on my 

plate. I’m going to be critical what’s on my plate.” 

I mean, you do that in normal life. How much do this with other type of media that you’re consuming 

into your soul? The eyes are the windows to the soul. If you keep on watching that poison, your soul is 

being poisoned. It’s not a big joke. It’s not a “Come on. Oh, come on.” That’s how they make you break 

small oaths, by small oaths, by small oaths, because it’s not a big joke. “Oh, come on. It’s fun. Come on. 



 

 

It’s just a little laugh. Don’t worry about it.” But, one leads to two, leads to five, leads to twenty, leads to 

a thousand. It’s a slippery slope, okay. Share the video with everybody you know. This is how we make a 

difference just by sending this out. It’s how incredibly easy it is. You just click on that thing, and you send 

it to people; and, you’re literally engaged in fighting a war. That’s how simple it is. Thank goodness, we 

don’t have to do it, yet, with AR15s, you know what I’m saying. It may come down to that at some point, 

who knows; but, now, all you got to do is click something. It’s so easy. Whether people want to open it 

or not, that’s their problem. That’s their fault, if they didn’t see it; but, there are people that are going to 

see it, just because you sent it to them; and, you are helping to expose an industry that is industrial level 

professionally children. Industrial level sexual exploitation.  

There’s got to be a more nasty word for it. Sexual exploitation has become so scientific. Sexual abuse. 

Childhood whatever. It’s just destroying people’s souls. Ravaging their souls, destroying them. Bringing 

them literally into the mouth of Satan before they’re too young before they’re aware what they are 

being sucked into. This of course is the culture that is now collapsing. Hollywood is now getting exposed. 

It’s collapsing. So, let’s watch this documentary. Let’s take a look at this documentary. Share it with 

everybody you know. It’s called, “An Open Secret.” Lights. 

After the video intro video >>> 

They have been getting death threats, all that; but, they said, we have more film. This is only release 

number one; so, they are doing this at Project Veritas. This is their first documentary. They will continue 

to produce more documentaries that will expose it further; and, of course, you know they’re going to try 

a kill him. Did you see Brain Singer? He’s an X man. You go see a Hollywood movie, you are supporting. 

You’re giving Bryan Singer a tip. Do you see that?  

So, it’s not like it’s innocuous thing. It’s not like it’s a small thing. You are then, without you knowing, 

you think it’s all a big joke, you’re supporting political Satanism. You see all those fools working there; 

and, they are trying to lower the age limit. Ah, you see this? Always trying to lower that age limit. In 

Germany, what’s it now?  Fourteen. In France, fifteen. Canada, what fourteen. They just raised it to 

sixteen apparently. In Washington DC, twelve to have an abortion, and you don’t even have to tell your 

parents. Did you see, they caught that kid at eleven years old. Eleven years old. Do you see what I’m 

saying? Everybody thinks it’s a big joke. “Oh, I’m so artsy. I can become successful and famous with my 

talent; and, you got these idiot parents who actually send them to the death cult, Satanist cult. This is 

just a tip, by the way. This is only the tip.  

You talk about world level people. You have a lot of powers. Jimmy Savile in Britain. What’s his name, 

Edward Heath? I mean, this is not only molesting children. Edward Heath was into necrophilia. That’s 

according to the police report. He’s into killing children, and then raping their dead bodies, you 

understand. This is literally Satanism, alive. This is thousands of years of ritual, and satanic actual 

tradition, that these people are engaged in, okay. 

Because their kids can sing and dance, “Oh, you should be a star, honey.” Are you crazy? You’re giving 

your kids over to devils, literally devils, right, funding by people. You got that whole same crowd. 

Hollywood. Silicon Valley. Protected by George Soros. Protected by the international banking, all 

protecting one another. All teaching political Satanism, by the way. Even that little professor from 

Occident College, that little blonde-haired girl that comes out, pretending that she’s standing for the 

children. I saw her on Tucker Carlson. She’s a complete Socialist lunatic saying, we should have taxes of 



 

 

ninety percent of people who are successful, should pay ninety percent taxes; so, she’s a complete 

Socialist, Commie, too. She’s supporting a system that literally exploits men, women and children. So, 

they’re trying to portray her as some kind of hero.  She’s a freaking… She’s an exploiter, too. She wants 

big government to force all people who work and produce things to pay ninety percent taxes; and, 

Tucker Carlson calls her out and says, “Okay Professor, why don’t you show the example and you pay 

ninety percent first?” she goes, “I donate to charities all the time.” He goes, “Ooh, that’s very different, 

because you’re calling for the state to steal people’s ninety percent of their money; and, when you say, 

you have to do it, you say, you give to charity?” I love these kinds, they are so ridiculous. You can watch 

Tucker Carlson battle her. Occidental College, the blonde bimbo professor, who thinks she’s smart. I love 

how they portray the LA Times as if their ideas. “Oh, yes, we just discovered this right now. We just 

found out this is happening in LA. Give me a freaking break.  

So, these guys who produce these things, they are really smart. They know they have to wake up that 

liberal audience, who’s already in a cult and braindead. Completely political Satanists, even though they 

don’t know it, because they’re chasing Hollywood; so, they’re trying to help liberal lunatic brainwashed 

young people to wake up. That’s like, they put in the LA Times, you know what I mean, right. It’s not like 

the LA Times just freaking found out about this now. You know the LA Times have been covering up for 

Hollywood for how many decades now? Do you see what I’m saying; and, of course, all these people 

trying to lower that age number. Now, if you think that doesn’t happen, this kid was raped at eleven 

years old, folks. Eleven years old. You see what happened.  

You got to tell your children about this stuff. You have to be the one who talks about it. You don’t want 

some, what’s his name, some pedophile, or that type of person talking to your child about sex. You see 

what I’m talking about. You see what I’m talking about. This is why Father spoke about absolute sex 

very, very clearly? Husband and wife very, very clearly. There’s a place for sexuality.  

Oh, did you all see how that kid who got handicapped. He got into the drugs. They try and get you on 

drugs, the pills and the drinking. Did you see that? Did our Father, who loves us, and tried to protect us 

from predators say, don’t drink, smoke and get in that culture. Because, you think it’s a big joke, “Oh, I 

had a little drink. I had a little bit.” You think it’s a big joke. You’re creating an environment where you’re 

inviting the culture of predators to come near you; and, if you do that, your children are then 

vulnerable. You just thought its regulations. “Oh, why has Father given us all these rules? He’s not giving 

all these rules and… He’s a loving Father to teach his children to create an environment to protects his 

grandchildren. You understand what I’m saying. He has a sheepdog mentality; and, they don’t want the 

sheepdog mentality. They don’t want the young people to understand these things, because this is real. 

He doesn’t want them to defend themselves. Do you see what I’m saying?  

When our kids got here, I said, “Look, this is America. Some girl may come to you and rip your pants off, 

and start giving you oral sex. You don’t know.  This is in middle school; and, I told my boys that. I said, 

“You better watch out, because the not only girls will try to do that in America, boys will try to do that to 

you, too; and, they’re going to try and give you drugs, they’re going to try and give you booze, they’re 

going to try and give you smokes, they’re going to try and give you a joint, whatever. 

And, they went to public school, and not all those things happened. But a lot of them happened. They 

tried to give booze. They tried to give joints. They tried to give smokes. They tried to make fun of our 

kids, because they didn’t date. “What, are you gay.” They tried to play on your mind, too, you see. They 

tried to put seeds in your head. “Just accept it. Come out, you know. Maybe, you’re just gay.” You see 



 

 

what I’m saying? They tried to put this into your head. Sometimes, a kid in the middle school said, “Oh, 

yeah, maybe I am gay?” You see, they try to get you confused. They’re purposely trying to 

hypersexualize you. They’re purposely trying to pull you into that camp. They purposely try to evangelize 

to you. When, you’re trying to follow God’s Commandment, try to keep yourself pure, but then they are 

messing with your mind. Nowadays, they are messing with your gender. “Oh, are you really a male? 

Come on, you feel like a female, don’t you?” Do you see what I’m saying? It’s all amuck in your mind, 

because they want to muck up your life, they want to muck you, they want to screw you forever. 

That’s why the culture of the loving Father, and the protective Father, and the strong Father, who 

empowers his children, and warns them of the wolves is critical; and, what is that? That is exactly the 

core of Christian ethics, Christian culture, JC culture, Jesus Christ culture. It’s not the liberation theology, 

socialist, Commie Catholic Church Jesus Christ.  

Look at the Catholic Church? They’re doing the same dam thing. They got Cardinal Pell. He’s a Deputy 

Pope; and, he’s been doing this in Australia for 30 years, and now he’s caught. I mean, that’s the top 

level of the Catholic Church. Top, top, top, top, top! 30 years plus he’s been trafficking children 

Australia; and, now, he got caught, and that Catholic organization is now caught, because they are part 

of Babylon. They are part of the political Satanist. They just pretend they love Jesus. They are just like 

the Free Masons, who make you make promises to Jesus, when later on they make you break promises. 

They make you corrupt. They make you a Satanist. It’s all a big joke. It’s all a big fun little joke. They’re 

playing on God. It’s all about to defile you, corrupt you, and destroy you, and it’s just hilarious. It’s 

hilarious. You see good people be destroyed in their minds.  

But, they’re going to try and kill those who produced this movie. Thank goodness, they’re learning from 

Project Veritas. They said, “Come at us. Come on.” You see how they’re exposing people. They’re 

naming people in Hollywood. Harvey Weinstein out. Polanski is out. They’re some other ones. That guy 

on Drudge I saw this morning. Some other major producer that’s out. Maybe, somebody can pull that 

out. It’s on the left-hand column. I can’t remember the name.  

The art world and arts world, and the painting world, and the, what is it? The dancing world. All of this is 

connected. All of them worship Hollywood. That’s where they look towards inspiration. That’s why these 

centralized people, and all these artists coalesce, and it’s all arts for Satan; and, then, they want to lore 

you in, saying, “Oh, you’re being creative by adapting these occult rituals. You’re opening your mind, 

these mind-expanding drugs. This drinking. You know you’re liberating yourself from traditional values 

and ideas, and marriage, and all this oppressive slavery. No, you’re being free.”  

Director James Toback. 30 women accuse Director James Toback of sexual harassment. Another one 

who is coming out, you see? Babylon is burning! Hollywood is burning, burning down. Metaphorically, 

it’s been burning down. In a culture of a little enigma, Satan is the first pedophile. He got Eve, when she 

was what? Sixteen, probably fifteen. He is a sex predator. He is a Minor Attraction Syndrome rapist. His 

culture, you see what I’m saying? He is praying on the potential of God’s children, because if he can 

destroy them early, they can never become stronger.  

Look at this. Look how damaged those kids are? (referring to the movie that was shown.)  They went 

there thinking they were going to be so cool, they would be rubbing shoulders with the Hollywood elite 

posing into the camera. Give me a break! How stupid is that? It’s ridiculous. They’re impressed by that? 

Give me a break. They suck them in, lore them in. You see what happened to those kids. They’re 



 

 

screwed for life. They can’t live normal lives. They can’t sleep at night. Twenty, thirty years later, they’re 

still trying to get over this.  

I heard a great man, a former veteran, say something along the lines of “a dead criminal can’t commit 

anymore crimes.” You see, that’s the big secret in Hollywood. You see this? Not only in Hollywood, this 

is the big secret in all the occults, okay. Satan, Lucifer, Wicca, all this crap. This is a big secret, and now it 

is starting to come out. People like Zachery King are revealing it. Why were they burning witches in 

Salem? Why were they hanging Luciferians and Satanists? Isn’t it funny that historical Luciferians and 

Satanists, yes there are many groups, but isn’t it funny they always end up in the same place? It’s all 

about killing children, eating children, destroying them and raping them. That’s at lower levels. Killing 

them, then eating them. All of them in the same place. Isn’t it funny; and, we think we’re so modern, 

we’re so trendy. We would never do such a thing. Look at what they’re doing. 

“Oh, and pedophilia has nothing with being homosexual.” Are you kidding me. Okay, maybe for some 

homosexuals, maybe; but, the statistics are that homosexuals have three hundred partners on average. 

That is a super-sexualized person. Three hundred partners on average. Hello. I mean, the average 

heterosexual person has, what? Five partners on average. That’s still a lot. That’s still destroys your 

chance of having a healthy marriage, but three hundred partners? I mean, if you’re in a habit of having 

partner after partner after partner, are you kidding me. You’re talking about, that’s not connected to 

pedophilia, and other deviant forms of sexuality. Give me a break.  

And, these sex freaks are not going after girls. They’re the joke. These guys are going after boys. This is 

what these demonic predators always get. In the end, they want the boys, because they want to destroy 

any of that potential, before he can mature. Because, he knows the girls are going to be weaker that the 

boys; so, they got to destroy the males, the Alpha males, before, and of course pull them out of any 

Alpha male culture. Alpha male culture has to be demonized. Alpha male culture, when you do stuff that 

makes you stronger and tougher has to be demonized. Culture, where you learn how to do strong, but 

dangerous things together, but you do it in an environment of ethics and a code of chivalry, okay. They 

got to get rid of that. They don’t want the women to be trained by Alpha men like that.   

An Alpha man doesn’t mean you’re a caveman. “Come here. Ahhh! Drag my wife by the hair.” That 

doesn’t mean Alpha male. You can still be a gentleman. Romancer, all that if you like, and be an Alpha 

male, do you know what I’m saying? But, you understand the culture of trying to raise your children to 

be strong, and to become Alpha males and females, so that you can destroy and stand up against evil. 

You don’t give in to it thinking that, that’s the way you’re going to get power by giving yourself to it. 

That makes it worse. That makes you exploited, and makes you get raped. 

See, that’s Hollywood. Very interesting, Eve was the first pedophile victim. Now, it’s interesting that now 

that the True Eve has been substantiated, the True Eve, okay. Now, this problem has been going on for 

thirty-forty years; but, it’s never broke out like this. Now, right after 9/23, where we have the True Eve, 

and was not an adulteress, was not a fornicator, not a Hollywood brainwashed lunatic; she was a 

woman of God, faithful. Loved Christ her whole life. Ninety years of loyalty to Christ; and, isn’t that 

interesting that she steps into that position with the Three Kingships on the microcosmic level, and you 

literally see the heart, the beating death cult heart of political satanic of free sex culture of the Harlot of 

Babylon begins to start burning down.       



 

 

Now, remember, this is a death cult that exploits young girls and young boys. What was Adam and Eve? 

Young boy and young girl. Isn’t that interesting. This is the center of the Hollywood culture, whatever. It 

is the center of predating on young girls and young boys, right? What was Adam and Eve? Young girl and 

young boy.  You see how it’s connected? You see how it’s connected?  

You can see the Family Fraud as they pulled. Of course, become heresy and betrayed True Father, etc. 

You can see just how fast they’re degrading. Some of the key leadership are now divorced and married 

to outside women, and still have leadership positions. I mean, it just a freakin’ joke. It’s a ridiculous joke. 

It’s a complete joke; and, you know in the next generation, because they have no faith. They don’t even 

believe in True Father, they have no anchor to Christ. They laugh at the Bible. They think the Bible’s 

ridiculous. “Oh, we’re past that.” Remember this? “Oh, you’re going backwards.” Remember this? “Oh, 

it sounds just like Hollywood Han.” It sounds just like Hollywood. Don’t be surprised when you have all 

these sex scandals, and rape scandals, and pedophile networks develop in the Family Fraud. Don’t be 

surprised. All connected. Same demon. Same demoness. Same Satan. Same Lucifer. But, isn’t it 

interesting, the adulterer, the destroyer of innocent boy and girl, Adam and Eve, and the root of that 

culture, which targets young boys and girls, targets them. You see that five companies we saw in the 

intro video? Disney, Viacom, Time Warner, all that, targets young boys and girls.  

Where did all those bums go? Where did all those fools go? Dumb bums. They ran out. Suckers. They got 

to see that. They’ll see that on Teen Night one day. They don’t know what they’re getting into, thinking 

they’re artistes. You don’t have to impress those fools. You use your arts and talents for the glory of 

God. Then you’re doing something that’s connecting your art to eternity. It will be valued over time 

forever, not toilet paper - once your stupid pedophile fans stop raping you.  

It’s like a freaking death cult; and, then it’s connect to all these arts. ‘Oh, all this emotional trauma. Yes, 

we’re tied to our emotions, you know. Now, I got to commit suicide to become more creative. Ahhh!” 

It’s like they’re in a satanic cult. Of course, it’s like Satan, as Zachery King was sharing, they will leave you 

to do these things. “Yes, this ritual requires a demon to be present, and a spell. Oh, and it requires a 

little bit of blood.” So, you have these Satanists on Youtube cutting themselves, bleeding on these ritual 

things, saying that they’re empowering their scroll. They’re living in freaking Harry Potter fantasyland. 

Nutbags.  

These people are sick. They’re psychotic mentally deranged patients; so, you should be careful. Yes, God 

gives some people art talent in the Arts, and stuff like that. Gives you skills. Yeah, but you’re supposed to 

use that for His glory. You start using that for yourself, you suck. You suck. You’re going to be garbage 

toilet paper real quick. You’re not going to have eternal art that’s going to continue to inspire the ages 

forever. No, a pass in the wind, a dead skull in the ground. You ain’t nothing. You have nothing tied to 

eternity. Do you see what I’m saying? All these gifts have to be tied and centered on God, on Christ.  

Look at this? Look at this beautiful picture. (Points to the new picture of True Parents and the Three 

Kings.) Now, that art’s going to last thousands, and hundreds of thousands of years. People will see that. 

Do you see what I’m saying? Because, not only is that a piece of art, a beautiful graphic art; but, there is 

an incredible epic story of God there. The heartbreak. The tragedy; but, yet, a victory. In the end, the 

Devil will not win; and, these kinds of art will lift your spirit, fill you with true ethics and true honor and 

true patriotism and true chivalry, and teach you what a True Mother, Wife, Queen, King is. In one flash 

of an image, you can see what is a Kingdom. Honorable men who don’t what their Father had promised 



 

 

upon them; and, honor women who will uphold and support the next generation to uplift their Father in 

Heaven.  

That kind of culture think they can’t be beat. There crazy. These people are trying to replace this kind of 

culture with their freaking nutbag pedophiles culture, and their freaking transgender, what’s their 

name? Wooshi, Mooshi, what’s that idiots name who looks like a dragon? That stupid guy who dressed 

up. Michelle Obama invited this fool to a public library to read to the children. Zocchi Moochi that’s his 

name, the fool. Zocchi Moochi.  He’s a tattooed up muscular guy dressed up saying he’s a woman, 

dressed up in a drag outfit, painted his face white like Carnivale, and has horns coming out of his head. 

“Hey, yes children. Let me read you a little book, with my bulging muscles and tattoos.” I mean, what 

the… This is what they’re pushing on their children. Five years old children. Get a picture of that, if you 

can? Zocchi Moochi my ashtray. Give me a break! That’s what they’re trying to replace Christian culture 

with? Exactly. That’s exactly what they’re trying to replace Christian culture with. That’s exactly what 

they are ramming down your children’s throats.  

They may not be actually sexually raping them. Of course, there are other cases in schools nowadays 

with even their teachers, but they’re cramming other stuff down their throat making them gender-

confused. Making them have gender deformity, which is a mental disease. Making them feel like they’re 

gay or homophobe being evangelized by the homosexual church, because you know the homosexual 

clubs, or homosexual evangelical centers, but you can’t say, Jesus Christ or read the Bible in after school 

programs. Are you kidding me. You can set up gay clubs, where kids are having sex with each other, but 

you cannot have a Bible study group in school. What the Hell is this? You see that? What will these 

children learn? They’re going to see that. They’re going to say, “So, what’s the problem? Why are they 

so traditional? Don’t they understand where were going? We’re the future.” Exactly. 

Share this video with everybody you know. Thank God for these kinds of people who are getting out 

there, and exposing this. I know some of you people, even young and old, have experienced sexual 

harassment and abused in school. Wow, so you guys know what it’s all about, and how they prey on 

you; but, again this is essential. First, it’s got to get out, then Hollywood falls, and it’s time. The 

reckoning of all things is now.          

SOS, come on up. Folks, I know it’s not common to show this kind of stuff in Sunday Service, but that’s 

the problem. That’s the problem. You’re not only supposed to hear good Scripture that God warns you 

about, but the bad ones; and, there’s plenty of bad ones like Babylon and the wolves, and the Church 

and the young ones need to be able to see them, and recognize that is their reality, especially the 

demons that help lore them into that artsy world. “Ooh, you’re so talented. Come into this artsy world. 

Yes, come in.” 

You have to have proper amygdala function, proper centering, because think about it. People, even 

those who are mature of faith, even you don’t continue to go back to the work, you can see how fast 

your mind can start getting influenced by TV, or whatever. Think about how young kids, and how fast 

teenagers and twenty years old’s. I mean, you hear the King shouting about this every freaking day. 

Maybe that will help them somewhat in line to remember what’s going on; but, as two weeks go by, 

then you hear the King preach, then you hear me rant and rave. They already forgot, and they are 

watching that TV again. You see what I’m saying? That’s how pathetic they are. I mean, not all the kids 

here. I’m saying that’s how ridiculously easy it is to lore them into the predators. It’s not a big joke. You 

get lured into that, you’re going to die. 



 

 

It’s all about honoring the Father, and his love for us. His sacrifice for us. The blood that he pays for us. 

You’re honoring chivalry and truth. You’re honoring the ethic of civilization that seeks to protect those 

who God has given the blessing to. When did we start abusing the Father? When we start going back on 

the Father. When we start turning away from the Father, and get attracted to the glitz and glamour of 

the fallen stars and the fallen Las Angeles ways, and all the fallen angels. Isn’t that interesting? In the 

Bible it says Lucifer is the fallen stars, the Morning Star that fell. Of all the stars, Las Angeles, which 

means in Spanish, “the angels.” All the fallen angels and fallen stars gather there, and they brainwash 

everybody across the globe into their deviance and immorality of Babylon.  

You’re going to see the same micro and macro connection as we get deeper into Revelations from next 

week again. You’re going to see it again. You’re going to see it again. I may have to show this film in 

pieces, and some other things, just to remind you all, because in a week, you can forget so much. As was 

saying, people who suffering violence is because a lack of knowledge. We’re not going to the Word. 

We’re not getting our Scripture. We’re not getting our Rhema. We’re not doing our Hoon Dok Hae. 

These are all the things that Father gave to us to protect our civilization, folks. This is not just some 

religious practice, where you can feel religious by doing them. “Oh, I got it from doing my Hoon Dok 

Hae. I feel really religious. I’m a good person.” That’s not what it’s meant for. It’s meant to protect 

civilization, you understand? It’s not something you can brag about, “Oh, yes, I did my Hoon Dok Hae. 

You can bow to me.” It’s there to protect the civilization. When all the cells in the body trying to be alive 

renewing with a fresh word, and a fresh lifegiving water, and a fresh lifegiving nutrient, which is of 

course the Word of God.  

We can’t have only a few of you getting a freshening of the Word, and the power and the nutrient, and 

all the other of you die. We can’t have that. They give stuff unto all of us that may seem like there’s 

something that he’s putting on. They’re not. They’re there to protect our civilization, our culture, our 

nation, the JC ethic, the Jesus Christ ethic to protect the future; because, when we’re true, and we’re 

honorable, and we stand with God, we have a future, and we have Providence, and we have a mission, 

and we have a purpose, not just dead cells, mitochondrial floating around in outer space having sex with 

each other.  

I told you the evolution argument will come up. I told you the evolution argument will come out. You 

see, when he talked about that, when you talk that, “Well, we’re just like animals. It’s not a big deal.” Do 

you see that. Always the evolution argument. The evolutionist argument always leads towards deviant 

sex. It’s all for sex, see.  Those arguments are just rationalizations to have licentious sex, and to 

accountable to nobody. That’s what’s all this is for. At least, Aldous Huxley, I believe it was him, at least 

he was honest about it, saying that was the case; unlike all these stupid others, who were lying to 

pretend saying that’s not the case. They wanted to have these freaking orgy parties, and they’re 

professors. Give me a freaking break! 

Oh, Lord, help us all. We are in such serious times, folks. It’s a time to praise God even more strong, 

even more strongly, and of course bring people to the Kingdom, because the time is right. Guess what? 

The Christians, they’re awake now. They’re starting to realize their Churches have sold them out, the 

Catholic Church has sold them out. All the Presidents of the Conservative Party, who thought they were 

Christians believers that were Bible believers, they sold them out. They can start seeing that they have 

nobody else. Nobody else, other than the macrocosmic exemplar, Trump, who’s not the Messiah, but 

he’s an example of what the people are feeling inside.  



 

 

They’re knowing that Hollywood has destroyed them. They know they have destroyed their children, 

and destroyed their families. They know Silicon Valley has used technology to survey them, and destroy 

them as well. They know that everything’s that’s been created has been used against them; and, they 

will give you little benefits, and little iPhones to make you feel like they are doing it for you; when, of 

course, they are putting backdoors into the iPhones, where they can steal your pictures, steal everything 

you download, to see what you’ve been doing, and put stuff on your computer as well to frame you. Of 

course, that’s all for you, you see. It’s all for you, just in case you get uppity now. Do you see what I’m 

saying? 

Now, the body of Christ is waking up; and, they know Christ must return. They know his Kingdom must 

return. They know at some point, they must put on a Crown. They know that the world will be ruled by 

the Rod of Iron of Christ, of his righteousness and goodness and his law, but they do not know what it is. 

Of course, even though their children are literally in a homosexual cult, transgender cult, a pedophile 

cult, Hollywood and leftist lunatic education ecologist, they will still go out of their way to say, we are a 

cult and Rev. Moon is a cult. We don’t make you make oaths to Jesus, and make you break oaths to 

Jesus. You see, we don’t do that; but, that’s why we’re a cult. We want everybody here to be stronger 

and have a Rod of Iron and responsibility, a defend ourselves, and have firearms, and be responsible 

citizens, and be Kingdom builders; but, we don’t pray, and devour, and destroy, and exploit humankind, 

and be mad at each other; but, I guess that’s why we’re a cult. Give me a break.  

Most of the Protestant Churches have sold out to the state. They’re teaching a prostate, pro-protecting 

pedophile government. Washington, DC is a corrupt pedophile state, just like Hollywood. Some of the 

only incorporated city states, they call them city states, states within cities, which is Washington, DC, 

which is a separate incorporated city state. Also, London is also a separate incorporation outside of the 

UK, and also the Vatican is, as well. Isn’t that interesting. All those three centers of power connected to 

almost everything, all the problems. All seemed to be connected to Satanism, and child rituals, and 

exploitation of man, woman and child. All seem to be connected to Jimmy Savile, Edward Heath, and 

pedophile networks. All seem to be connected to Hollywood, and parties, and orgies. Hmm, maybe 

there’s something going on. 

Maybe the art world is not as creative. Maybe the art world is a sham. Maybe the art world is pathetic. 

Maybe the art world is filled with predators that want to devour young children, and girls and boys. 

Maybe that’s what the freaking art world is. That’s why they hate any Alpha males in that region. They 

don’t want anyone toting an AR15. They don’t want nobody teaching martial arts fighting. They don’t 

want teaching real bullet proof stuff. They want you disarmed, dumbed down, and subservient. All the 

more reason to get your training and AR15. Everything they hate, you just do it, okay. Everything they 

hate, get your training, because it’s like a lion saying, “You better not come into this territory.” 

Everytime an AR15 fires, a predator goes, “Oh, Shish-ka-bob!” Everytime an AR goes off, they get 

nervous, you see. That’s a scary thing.  

Always, the Lord of the Second Advent, his first business was making firearms. Oh, and then he helped 

the Defense Industry by make the Vulcan canon for Korea to help stop nuclear war with North Korea. 

Isn’t that interesting. Always, he made the young people do hard things, like commercial fishing, going 

out 34 weeks at a time catching halibut in the Arctic waters. Went to the Alaskan state and go hunting in 

the mountains, and boar hunting in Yeosu, and doing martial arts with the Second King and Francisco. 

Ask anybody in the Cheongpyeong Palace there, in the Palace in Seoul Korea. The big church Palace that 



 

 

we have there. A thousand brothers and sisters there. We were training all those young kids. We just 

started training in MMA, and Jiu Jitsu with Francisco, when he was on the security team. Remember 

that? We made the bottom basement into a dojo. Remember that, near the cafeteria. That was the 

same time where Kook Jin Nim was working with the top government officials to allow the Korean 

military to bring their military arms back to their civilian houses like the Israeli model. It was a totally 

different culture coming in. 

Look at all these high quality young men and young women we have here. They may not be walking 

around with star-studded stupid red carpets soaked in blood. They may just wear bluejeans and a baggy 

shirt; but, don’t be fooled. You girls don’t be fooled. You see, “Oh, our guys not….” Our guys in the 

Church are the hot potatoes. Our guys are becoming guys. They’re becoming Alpha men, who are loving 

and kind as well. Okay, so their wardrobe is not the best at this moment; but, that can improve. You 

understand, these are guys, who have a Father, and they love their Father; and, they’re not ashamed of 

their Father. They want to embrace their Father’s culture; and, they want to help the young people to 

protect their children, and their generations ahead. That’s the kind of handsome man you want, baby. 

You don’t want no Bryan Singer losing freaking idiot child rapist. That is ridiculous. 

Okay, I’m starting to rant. I’m starting to rant. Alright folks. They get me so riled up. In this kind of time, 

we see the Book of Revelation coming alive. We see Hollywood is collapsing. All the fakeness. We can 

see the Family Fraud is collapsing. We can do our part. We can do our part. We stand with God. We stay 

active against political Satanism with political Godism. That’s what we’re doing. We’re staying active. 

We’re opening our mouth. We’re standing up against radical Islam. We’re standing up, you know, the 

invasions of Europe and America. We’re standing up against the pedophile networks in Hollywood and 

in Silicon Valley. We’re standing up against the vaccine that’s poisoning, and you know, maiming over 

seventy thousand poor children in India. I mean, this is ridiculous. 

What these people get away with; and, of course, all these people funded by George Soros. They’re 

literal demons. I mean, they’re literal Satans walking the Earth. It’s all a big joke to these braindead 

dumbed down idiotic people, who watch mainstream news, and TNN and Hollywood shows. It’s 

unbelievable; but, that is why is getting stern. It’s getting challenged. 9/23 has happened. Their hearts 

are now opening. They can’t call us a cult. They better start calling freaking Hollywood a cult, and the 

freaking leftist lunatics, and the Conservative Party a cult, if they’re not supporting President Trump. 

They’re in the dang cult. Talking about we’re a cult.  

People’s hearts and souls are yearning for God’s Kingdom to come, because they know that the only 

way this crap is going to stop forever. It’s never going to stop with even the US Constitution. You saw 

how that got taken over by US Commies and International bankers. It’s not going to stop by any other 

system, especially that Sharia law is growing. It’s becoming in ten years, half the world’s population 

multiplying at the rate of eight children per man. There’s only one thing that can stop that; and, that is 

the righteous body of Christ, and the righteous Christians standing with Christ, standing with his 

Kingship, standing with the Constitution of the Kingdom of God, and vanquishing Satan’s kingdoms of 

the world; and, of course, we don’t want to do it with bullets and guns, you know. Of course, we don’t 

want to do it like that. Will do it with the spiritual sword and all those thing; but, if it comes down that, 

and they force that, that’s what they get. Nobody’s asking for it. Nobody’s saying we want to do that; 

but, the people of God must be ready and strong, because if the fight is brought to them, they must not 



 

 

perish. Too much is on the line. Your children’s, and grandchildren’s destiny is on the line. You have no 

choice. You either stand with God, or against Him. The grey zone is gone.  

So, as we praise God, today, let us instill that deeper within our heart. Let’s all rise, and give all the glory. 

Of course, we pray for all those kids, and people, who are in those leftist lunatic cults in Hollywood, 

infused by all those pedophiles. We pray for them. At the same time, we know there’s only one answer, 

and that is Christ and his Kingdom. Amen-Aju!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 


